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ANALYTICAL TOOLS IN SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM

BY

R. L. JOHNS

an
The analytical tools selected to evaluate%existing school finance

programs depend largely, on the goals ftwommommilmimepoir
oflmilmi,the fistaisagi. program. Students of school finance and in-

formed laymen generally agree on the following:MIR j

1. The finance program should result inersubstantial'equali;a-

tion of educational opportunitythroughout the state.

2. The 'program should be fiscally neutral) 4111111414 thee

quallity and quantity of a child's education should not depend on the

per `Capita wealth'of the'school district An which he lives.

3. The program should be financed by an equitable system

P of taxation.

4. The faislaramp program should promote the, efficient use of

school funds.
Aere a re

1111111111111-T of course,tother goals of the school finance program, but

these amig seem to be the most generally accepted.mil.
cx_ staie'5 ..

In evaluating op school finance prograr56111111111116 it seems logical

'
4-1, ?,-, , Aelimilmig startle'', analysiA GOIONOWvariation among the school

districts 4114111111W in ippeducational opportunities provided for pupils.

CD . pilipthis approach)41441416 we do not start with fiscal studies but,.

all/with a study of educational opportunities available. An;excellent

ao ,

CD illustration of this approach isiound in J. Alan Thomas's
CD
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Ova
Ili-1968 entitled School(Fjnahce and Educational Opportunity in Michigan.

orfle.

4.0011.116.04m4de anextensive study of the educational

programs available in both elementary and high schools-in different types

, .

of districts. He fourid that., variation in educational oppoillinities
;

available in school. districts was primarily due to variation in fiscal

resources.

Following are some of the studies that should be made of the educa-

. tional programs of each district of a state or at least of an aaequate

sample of the school districts of a,state:

I. The percentage of eligible chilAren in early childhood education-

programs, including kindergartere

2,_ The (lumber and perventagyho drov.out before completing high

school

3. The extent to which/ compensatory and remedial programs are being

provided for the educationally disadvantaged

4. The percentage of students 11111114pgaged in educational programs 's

and activities during the summer months

5. The nature and extent of programs in vocational, career, and adult

education

6. he extent to which provision is made for various kinds of special

education and the percentage:of tudents aimmIll involved ip such

programs-

7. The nature and extent of health, counseling, and other services

,provided

8. The' availability of library and instryctionfl

/
. terials resources.

(.5\

Nr.

These o ems relate primarily to acc educational pro- ,i i( k s of-pupils to educationa
,

---N;
.

.

, . . , \

grams. You will note that I have not included performance of students as
.

%,.

. ,

. . _. .
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measured by standardized tests. Numerous studies have shown that student

performance as measured by standardized tests is largely a function of

the socio-economic status of parents. Students will not achieve equally.

regardless of the financial resources available. However, all. students

. should have equal access to the educational programs which meet their

individual needs.

When MillIMIIIIIMMINSIMIk-variations..
. ,,,,j,_ b,eel studied,

k cati
i

/1
onal opportunity the next step is to identify the causes of those

ke-Variatibfts. Perhaps the best apkoach 4 start with an-etiertpi* list of
-'

in edu-,

aUeptabie criteria for the evaluation Of a state's school finance program.

The National Education Association Committee on Educational Finance pub-
/ '

,

lished alist of criteria for this purposebout 25 years ago) 1111/M.

entitled "Guides to School Financin0-.)" They served a, good

purpdse ih assisting states to identify strong and weak elements in their

programs of school financing.

Ft-oN V972.)
Ajhe National Educational Finance Project developed 11111111, a set 4

of criteria for the evaluation 0 state's schoOl finance pro-
1

gram.



; These 140111111are largely. descriptive and are useful only in indi-
161001111.

eating strongoand weak points. We can
,

assess the impact of alternative features of school finance programs

only by the use of analytical tools, some quite simple and same quite

sophisticated. Both types should-be used because persons not

.trained inseducational finance,hav difficulty Ibunderstanding the so-/

phisticated tools. It isJparticulirly important that legislators,1111!

and classroom teachers understand the desirable.and

undesirable characteristics of school finance programs. /.

Let us first consider tools to use in measuring the equalization
:r r s 9 ene,ra, //Y a A.f.wrry

of educational opportunity. that fiscal

equalization results in equalization of educational opportunity. This

is true only when the plan recognizes necessary differences in per pupil

of
costs INI/01111§.programs 1111111.such as vocational

education, exceptional education}IIIII education. for the culturally disad-

vantaged, etc. Furthermore, fliiIIIIIMIlliavariations in sparsity of

population and in cost of living should also be included.

The most commonly used method of comparing the fiscal resources of

school districts is to compare the per. pupil expenditures for current

5
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expense. Lay person%; including scne legislators)frequently conclude that

educational opportun)ty throughout a state wbuld be perfectly equalized'

if the same amount of money is expended per pupil. No valid comparison

of school expenditures of school districts can. be mode unless cost

differentials are recognized. Pupils should-be weighted in order to-take

into account these cost differentlals. The National Educational Finance.

Project developed cost differentials for different. types of educational

programs Differentials of this type. can be used to weight pupils in

'proportion to cost variations. These weightings,. should be supplemented by

weighting due to variations in sparsity of population and theoretically,

in cost of living. Unfortunately, valid tools for measuring

variations in the cost of IMMO the same standdrd .of

living have not yet been developed.

When the actual:numbers of pupils in the, school districts .of a state I,

have been converted iAto appropriately weighted pupils, lillithe current

expenditure of each school district (excluding transportati n and gme
food service) should be divided,by the number of weightedpupils in tfle

district. If the weighting of pupils has been properly accomplished,'

variations among school Aistricts in the expenditure per weighted pupil

indicate variations in fiscal equalization.

The next step is to identify the causes of those variations. In a

state where a substantial portion of, school revenue is derived from local

property takes, theimoisfAikely candidate is variationlimMINIMIli
, .

01111111in per pu=pil, valuation of °property: This can be examined simply

b(arranging the districts in order .*

valuation per weighted pupil and comparing the expenOtoes per weighted.

pupil. The distribution can t4.broken'into quartf40;id,the media?, or

average expenditure per weighted pupil in each qOattileHVan be computed.

6
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This simple technique readily understood by legislators and-other

lay persons.

A more,sophisticated T6thbd is to compute the Pearson coefficient of

correlation or the Spearman rank order correlation between per pupil wealth

send per pupil expenditure. I have found that legislators can,generally

understand this technique when it is explained briefly to them.

Variations among school districts in per pupil expenditures are also

affected, by methods of allocatthg state and federal funds and by

variation inlocal tax effort. L'et us first examine the effect of state I

%;
. and 'federal fundson per pupil revenue. Graphical methods are suitable.

, for this purpose. The National Educational Finance Project, used such '

a tool for analyzing the extent of fiscal equalization among the school

des

districts of a state, 3
Briefly this method 's as follows:

1. Arrange all by the districts in a state in order from highest to

lowest equa.:!zed valuation per weighted pupil.

, 2. Select a stratified sample of 15-20 schoolAistricts in the state

ranging from the highest to the lowest in equalized valuation per pupil.

3. Construct a composite bar graph for each of the sample districtS

using different types of shading or crosshatching for each section of the I

U

bar.

4. Compute the amount of local revenue per weighted'pupil which is

equalized by the state formula sich As Strayer-Haig, percentage equalizing,

,:..

valUation, etc., and make this section l'of

I

power equalizing, guarantee

the bar for, the district.

.,. 5. Compute the amo nt of state funds per weighted pupil received by

the district from the otal of state equalization d flat grant appropOtia-
%

tion and make this s ction, 2 of the bar.

b! The total section 1 plus section constitutes the basic state

4-



gram guaranteed by the state to the ,district. In a number of states it

be found that the state gtiarantdes different levels of programs for

different districts'. This particularly true MN. where the,amount
of state funds receiv a district depends on, the level of local tax

effortO1Wasa power equalizing formula.

7. Compute the categorical state aid per weighted
pupil,received by

the district and make this section 3 of the bar.

8.,-C-Ompute the non-equalized local revenue per weighted pupil availa-
to the district and make this section 4 of the bar. This revenue is.

_sometimes called local leeway revenue.

9. Compute the federai funds per weighted pupil received by the dis-
trict and make this section 5 of the bar.

Gtil`a
510. The total length of the bar is the sum of-sectiorkl,2,13,4,11pf

there is substantial
equalization of fical resources, the bars will be

approximately equal for all districts regardless'of variations in equalized

valuation per weighted pupil. (Ideally, the revenue used for school trans-
portation and school food service should be deducted in the above computa-
tions.) The bars for the sample districts, make a profile of the total

school finance program of the state/
will

reveal what types of school revenue are disequalizing.
In most states, the

principal disequalizing fattor is the unequalized local leeway revenue.

This chart will also reveal whether federal funds are disequalizing. 40111

Some OM variations in local tax effort in proportion to equalized

valuation per we

/4 local

standard method

ted pupil ire revealed by the chart described above, L4-IL
4.x.effort fdra-LIAlstricts should be computed. The

is to compute the tax rate on the equalized

valuation of each distritt. In many states, it has been found that many

A
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districts of low equalized valuation per pupil Mari:higher-equalized tax
,

rates for schools than districts of much greaterwealth.- Nevertheless, the

higher tax rates in the districts of low wealth do not generally yield the
t '

.
,

,

local leeway revenue per weighted-15401 of the districts of high wealth

and lower tax rates.

Heretofore, I have discussed simple tools for analyzing state finance

programs which can readily be understood by the illipublic. I shall, now

discuss a few of the more sophisticated analytical tools 11111111111used

by research scholars. These are usually.mOre precise than the tools
4.

described above, and some of them can be programmed for computers.

1. The National Educational, finance Project Equalization Score.

This teed- should have been called the fisCal neutrality score instead of

the equalizatiOn score because it measures fiscal neutrality rather than

fiscal equalization. The method of computation is descri*d in Volume 4

of the National Educational FinanceProject entitled Status and Impact of

Educational Finance Programs.4-

41111111111111110.1101111111. Briefly, it-is based on the follOwing assumptions:

1.. That local school funds provide no financial equalization unless \I

\

local variations in taxpaying ability are-taken into consideration in the

state's-apportionment formula.

2. Assuming that a,given anfoUnt of state revenue is, apportioned to

the distrs of a state:`'

a. "No equalization is obtained if state dollars are, required_ to be

matched dollar per:dollar from 1oCal funds.

b. The first level of equalization is Keached when state funds are

allocated in 11111111111runiform flat grants per teacher or per pupil with-

out taking into consideration necessary,, ariations in unit costsi010111101,

111111111111PPIIIMMIIIIIIIMIIPvariations in local taxpayingbability.

9
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/t. The second level of equalization is reached when state funds are

1 allocated in ii111111011. flaV grants which take. into consideration necessary

unit cost-variations bUt4111111kdo not 1111111110Consideriliiiivariations

in local taxpaying ability. ri

d._ The thircklevel of equalization is reached wheen state funds are-.

allocated in IMOININNIMMiuni tat grants-without conside

1A,

but AIIINtakil to consideration varia-

tions in local taxpa g ability. r

e. The fout and highest level qf equalization is obtained fri---ra -

_

4,

given amount of a state.revenue when it is allocated in such a manner as

1,04

4to take into consration necessary variations in unit cost and

. 1',0-c ,

variations in airtaxpaying abil ity,g1111

,

1111111111 the NEFP Typology classifies local and state -funds o five

levels of ,financial equalization
co

i-ang.\rom Level 0 to Level 4.,5i,,

I 0,

fbe lowest levelof equalizationamagwas assigned a value of 1 and f-
, .

v

the highest level 11.111111111.11.111111111pwas assigned a value of 8.4.

11411/411111/111111111110111111111116111p In 1968 the

.NEFP computed the equalization scores of-all fifty states and found that .

4 :?a

they ranged from a low of 2.3 in Connecticut to a high of 8.4 in

This technique provides no inforniation concerning the Variation among the

districts of the fiscal resoutces available for educational pro#ams. How-

ever, it may be assumed that the equalization score is negatively co'rrelated.

with the coefficient of variation amongdistrictS,of fiscal equalization.

2. The Lorenz Curve and the Gini Index or Coefficient. This tool

has recently been used by Hickrod, Hubbard, and Yang-of Illinois Statet
University in a number of state studies.

6
The Lorenz Curve is developed

by plotting illidata for tumulattve proportions of pupils and cumulative -

AOP
proportions of spending expenditures on coordinate axes.

10



The districts are se ted in ascending order' of wealth per pupil. The

cumulative proportion's of pupils the districts are represented by the

horizontal axis and the cumulativ proportions of total operating expendi-

tures accounted for by these districts are represented by the vertical axis.

The curve thus plotted would be a strlight.line if the operating expenditures

per pupil were the same in a aistrrias. :A sagging curve representt lesserl;

expenditure in poorer districts. The measure,of this inlity as defined..
*0110I.A69

by Gini Coefficient G is given by the,formulV
A

F)1

Area A
G-

Area (A+B)

,.

this formula, 0111111110A is, the atea between the sagging Lorenz
.r.

,curve and the line marking the 45 degree angle and B is the area below

ai:-ea.A and above the horizontal axis. When the Giril indeX is equal to -

1.0, Complete inequity existsillikhen the index is a.o, complete equity
sim plc.

exists.
8

This technique can readily be pro-

grammed for computer simulation. It does not provide any information con-

AP , Livt-
cerning the variation among districts of fiscal equ ization 111111111111, it

)

can be assumed that the Gini Index correlates positively with the coeffitient of

variation among districts in fiscal- equalizatio If the Gini Index is

,Computed on the basis of
.
weighted !pupils, it is a easure-orf scal equali-

zation rather than fiscal neutrality: For example, would e impossible)
-r

in a state using the,power equalizing -forMula to attain a Gint ndex of 0'

44 ,
irdifferent types of districts 7ake varying 16els of, effp t. i

, .

It.

-.1
3. Coefficient-of variation. This is a verysimple'Mgasure. Th,;,

_-,
,

current expenditure per weighted"pwpil (excluding eXpenditures 'for trAns-,
f,

portation and school food serviC, As computerfoir-each district,in the

-,,

state.- The mean and the" standard deviation 'for thee distribution ate
, ,

M P I

computed.' Thecoefficient of variaion, is computed by dividing the
.-...

.
, t .

.,i
. 11 .
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standard deviation by the mean and multiplying the/ quotiert by 100. This.'

technique produces a standardized measurement

comparisons among states with different levels

appropr e for

school revenue.
9

4., Iorpfiles in School Support. The United States Office of IducatiOn,
,

for 5 decennial periods beginning in ,1930 has developed profiles of, school
//

:--S-UppoFt-Which indicate the degree of equalization of'fiscal resources and
.

also the level of support in each state compared With the national. median.

Paul Mart developed the, first of these profiles for the.yearq.1930.
10

,The

latest of these'profiles has,been developed by Eugene McLoone for the year ..

t
'19WL70.

11
Under this technique, "classroom units are based on the pre-

vailing practice of average number of pupilsper_teapher for elementary
.. .. .

....,

schools and for secondary schools with a further allowance for schools
.

with fewer than 700pupils. Prevailthg pupil-teacher ratios' for the nation

by enrollment size and type of pupil were used.!1 12 This produced

a crude type of weighted classroom unit as compafed-with the more refined .

weighted pupil unit. The current expenditure per classroom uait is plotted

on the horizontal axis and the cumulative per cent'of classroom units on

the vertical axis. This profile ponstructed for each state shows the national
".. ft

median classroom unit expenditure, the state median slassroom unit expecidi-
,

---;. . y

tuye
)

and the amount of deviation below the median of classroom
',

.

.
1

.

*'1enit expenditure . ;A comparisbn of. the profiles of the states for' decennial

periods gives vidence of the progress or regression of a stag toward
1,.

equaljzat rio of resources.
o

, McLoo e made,somi'additional computations from the data collected for
, . 0

A
-

the prof les. Thosei5omputatiOns included; the percent.ofFurrent expendj-'
t

ture% each-state that-would be required to raise the expenditures 'per
,_ . _,-.

cla sroom unit lo the'stat&medtan and 'the national median. McLoone
. .

a so computed the coefficidnt,of inequality for each state for each'of the

0

1 2
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five decennial periods. .This coefficient indicates' the degree to which

funds are unequally distributed in the state qr nation. If eves g student"

.

in the state or nation had the -same amount pf funds expended:for'him, the

coefficient would be zero. As the fdnds distributed to studerits become

unequally distributed,the .coefficient increase, toward 1.00. The

method of- computing the index of inequality is found in,"The An of

Incorr Distribution" by dairies Morgan. Review a Economics and Statistics,

44:281, Autust 1962 McLoone found that the c;efficient of inequality

had been a ced substantially in the nation and in %ost states since 1930.

5:' The equity of the Taxes Used to Support Lion. if progressiv lty

.

of the tax is -considered e.qui:ty) the

,... . .
. .

'most equitable taxes are federal taxes, the next most equitable are state

- .

taxes and the,,leaSt.ec local slchobl taxes. These areljour '.

major sources of--taxreimenue14,steft._4Order_of_progressivity:Ipernal
,

t.

.
income taxes, corpdrate income-taxes, sales and excise taxes) and property

-*
taxer.. These four sources provide 94-perkenr; of all federal , state,

and,12cal tak revenue. Eighty -two percent of all federal tax revenue 'is
-.

,.

,derived from personal and corporate income taxes.: Tmentypx percept o'
I

Y ..
state ta* revenue is derived from personal and corporate income-taxes v.

aTJ 57 percent from salesand gross receipts taxes. Local school di-Str=ictS

.derive approximately 98 percent of their tax revenue from local property

\--.taxes. Therefore, the h gher the' percent school' revenue derived from
.

federal -settrees- and state sources and the lower the Oersen c f school

l'evenue derived froinlocal property taxes, the more equitaile the tsfxing

5Choo-k
'system.. Furthermore, the higher the percen?ftf statel,reVenue111.

derived from personal and corporate income taxes, the
.

more equitable the taxing system. The National Educat ion Association, the

American Assoolation of School Administra tors and other influential organi-
.)

.

13
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zationsAve reconmekcied that,the federlal government proyide 30 percent

,r
or more of schooj r,eenue.

The NationaliEducatioN.Finance Project developed a Measure of the
_

relative pr sS/ schoolsof the ...tax revenues for the public schools of each

state from ial, state
)

and local sources.
13

It is deftribed

indetail-in Volume 5 of the National EducatiOhal Finance Project entitled

, ,arorF4anc, Alternative Education. Briefly, the federal personal,

income'tai was assigned a progressivity value of 50 and the relative pro-
.

gressivity.of:other tax source's was computed in proportion

. For example, state personal

and torporate'income taxes were assigned a progressivity value of'35,

. .

State Wes taxes a.value of 15 and prperty'taus a 4alue of 14. The .

. proportion osthool revenue' derived from'eath 'source was computed and a

progressivity.score was coMptitedfor:each state.

1101111111111. ranifrbm a low of 15,7 in flew Nampshit:e to highet'of

25.7 in;Alaska, 24.2 in Delaware, and 23.5 in North Carolina. In general,

the her the.percenctflryenpe forY)schoo derived from federal and

state sources, the higher the progressivity scorer
.

This technique may be'considered a relatively crude tool.of analytis,

but it dOek provide a method for comparing lhe relative prOgiessivity of

the tax sysfems of the'states used to finaRce the public schools.

6. 'InCoole Vasticity of Demand, Has pub] is school suppOrt-incre.esed,

over aperiod of years i proportion to the increased ecoho TiC activity .

Sr -de

of the nation? ..The answ r to this question can be obtained by comparing

the relative Changi in the tity pf education.demanded oxera period of .

time with the relative change iq ousehoid income. Economists call this
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measure "income elasticity of demand's :\ It isdetermined for education

by comparing changes in current exoehditures per pupil for education with

changes in per capita personal income. A coefficient of 1 means that a

1 percent change in per 'capita income has been accompanied during the

pefiod of years studied by a 1 pertnet change in per pupil expenditure.

If the coefficient is more than 1, the demand is called elastic and

when less than 1, inelastic.
14

7. Computer Simulation Model. The most efficient tool for testing

alternative proposals for a school f.inance program is the computer simu-
.

, lation model. It is nolipossible to develop a computer simulation model

with interacting Components which canireveaL quickly
/the impact on indi-

.

'vidual districts, of an almost unlimited number of alter'native provisions.

in schoql finance-.programs. Ligislators-frequently.submit bills incor:

porating provisions affecting school find without being aware of

what they will cost, what their impact will be on individual districts

and whether they will be equalizi or disequalizing. The computer

I1i111111)1
lation model, if properly developed, 111111111.10111111111.answe these

and other questions.

A number of these simulation models have been developed. They-have to

be adopted for'each state.. The National Educational Finance Project has
a

developed a computer simulation model entitled NEFP Decision Process

This"A Computer Simulation ".15 This model has been adopted for use in a
ok"

numbers" states.

vagalmemans other tools of analysis of 9d1001 financing systems
OrIC.S

have been used and 411111111111N new will no doubt be developed. The

purpose of this paper has not been to describe all of the possible tools

of analysis but to describe some of the most useful and most commonly used.

I trusts illi that purpose has beeA accomplished.

15
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